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(if.not.everything).to.Hegel .In.his.Vorlesungen über die Geschichte der 
Philosophie,.whose.section.on.Renaissance.philosophy.forms.part.of.the.
chapter. on. medieval. philosophy,. Hegel. describes. Renaissance. thinkers.
(in.particular.Pomponazzi,.Gassendi.and.Reuchlin).as.men.who.excelled.
more.in.literary.and.educational.pursuits.than.in.philosophical.endeavors:.
“From. those. aspirations. we. can. learn. nothing. new,”. concludes. Hegel 1.
This. negative. picture. of. Renaissance. philosophy. started. changing. after.
Hegel;. the. most. significant. mileposts. on. this. road. to. rehabilitation. are.
Burkhardt’s.Die Kultur der Renaissance in Italien.(1860).and.Cassirer’s.
Das Erkenntnisproblem in der Philosophie und Wissenschaft der neueren 
Zeit. (1906),.which. finally.prepared. the.ground. for. the.more. systematic.
and.detailed.twentieth-century.study.of.Renaissance.philosophy 
In. the. course. of. the. twentieth. century,. one. particular. problem. has.
been. singled.out. as. the.most. relevant. issue. in. Renaissance.philosophy,.
and.has. thus.become. the.central. focus.of.Renaissance. scholars .This. is.
the.problem.of. the.origin.of.modern.science.and. the.Scientific.Revolu-
tion .Butterfield,.who.introduced.the.concept.of.the.Scientific.Revolution.




science. indebted. to.previous,. i e . late.medieval.and.Renaissance,.philo-
sophical.systems.and.concepts?
1. G W F . Hegel,. Vorlesungen über die Geschichte der Philosophie. (Frankfurt. am.
Main:.Suhrkamp,.1986).vol .20,.p .12 





Scientific. Revolution]. reduces. the. Renaissance. and. Reformation. to. the.
rank.of.mere.episodes,.mere.internal.displacements.within.the.system.of.
medieval.Christendom” 3.But.only.15.years.later.Kristeller.writes:.“Mod-
ern.science.[…].is.not.a.product.of.the.Renaissance,.although.it surely had 









the.period.before. the. seventeenth. century. in. searching. for. the.origins.of.
modern.science .Gaukroger.is.known.as.one.of.the.foremost.specialists.in.
the.history.of. science,.especially. that.of. the. seventeenth-century,.and.his.
monograph. on. Descartes. has. received. much. scholarly. attention . In. the.
















If. we. accept. the. Gadamerian. hermeneutical. principle. whereby. un-




4.P .O .Kristeller, Eight Philosophers of the Italian Renaissance.(Stanford,.California:.
Stanford.University.Press,.1964).p .126.(my.italics) 




























provide. foundations. for.knowledge. that. trump. traditional.notions.of.natu-
ral.philosophical.authority,.to.change.natural.philosophy.from.a.speculative.
to. a. practical. discipline,. to. incorporate. practical.mathematics. into.natural.















and. their. regressive.paradigms.were. loosened . Instead,.he.shows. that. it.
was.often.religious.ferment.and.motives.that.advanced.the.new.scientific.
culture .He.argues.that.seventeenth-century.science.did.not.emerge.in.op-
position. to. religion,. but. rather. was. in. many. ways. driven. by. it . Part. II.
deals.with.“natural.philosophy”,.namely,.how.its.status.changed.“from.a.
marginal.enterprise.to.one.that.forms.the.principal.point.of.entry.into.our.





















phenomena.and. forces. (Galileo,.Descartes,.Huygens.and.Newton) .Part.






questions. he. raises. have. been. successfully. and. convincingly. answered,.
but. that. the.central.one.–.namely,.why.the.changes.he.describes.should.
have. occurred. in. seventeenth-century. Europe. –. remains. largely. unan-
swered .To. avoid. possible. misunderstandings,. I. must. say. that. I. do. not.
believe.there.is.any.one.elegant.sentence.or.paragraph.that.would.answer.
this.question.(which,.after.all,.might.even.be.too.intractable.to.solve) .Still.
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less.do.I.think.that.Gaukroger.has.overlooked.something.important.in.this.
book . I.only.wish. that.he.had.dug.a.bit.deeper. into. the. internal. intrica-
cies.of.the.sixteenth-century.critique.of.Aristotle’s.concept.of.demonstra-
tion.and.episteme .In.my.opinion,.this.relatively.under-investigated.area.
of.philosophical. inquiry. represents.a.goldmine. for.understanding. (or. at.
least.coming.closer.to.understanding).how.the.conceptual.change.that.led.
to.the.emergence.of.modern.science.occurred .True,.Gaukroger.dedicates.
a. few. pages. to. this. problem. (under. the. heading. “Reconstructing. Natu-
ral.Philosophy”.in.the.section.entitled.“The.Problem.of.Discovery”,.pp .
160–169);. but. he. does. not,. in. my. opinion,. do. justice. to. the. depth. and.
significance.of.the.purely.theoretical.anti-Aristotelian.criticism.of.the.six-
teenth.century .In.this.context,.the.complete.absence.in.this.book.of.the.
sixteenth-century. Cicerionian. philosopher. Mario. Nizolio. is. significant,.
for.his.De veris principiis et de vera ratione philosophandi (Parma,.1553).
contains.a.radical.anti-Aristotelian.discussion .As.has.been.argued.else-
where,. Nizolio’s. critique. of. the.Aristotelian. concepts. of. demonstration.
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